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The Fifty Dollar 1863 Inverted Green: A New Variety
By Bryan R. Burnett

Criswell's T57, but with the green tint inverted.

Considering all the publications devoted to classifying
Confederate paper money since the fall of the Confed-
eracy, discovering a new, previously unlisted variety
seems unlikely. But it happens. The new variety that
I wish to report is a deviation of the fifty dollar 1863
black and green (Criswell's T57). As you probably
already have noticed from the photograph, this new
variety is unusual in that the green "tint" is inverted.
Another oddity of this variety, although secondary in
nature, is that the ornate green reverse usually present
is absent. Of course, these notes do not bear the usual
issuance marks—the red date overprint, serial numbers,
and "FOR REGISTER" and "FOR TREASURER" signa-
tures. This new variety also bears the watermark "CSA"
in block letters with a wavy border line.

At the time of writing this article I have two of these
notes in my possession. (I had three, but I sold one.)
Due to the time interval up to their discovery, I believe
that these three notes are the only existing members of
this variety.

Each of these notes has different serial letters: XA,
YA, and ZA. The XA note (which is now in the posses-
sion of Philip H. Chase) bears the signature "Thomas
Speed" in brown ink over the "Receivable in Payment
of All Dues." The YA note is unsigned, and the ZA
note bears the signature "H. Moore" over the "FOR
TREASURER." As yet the owners of these two signa-
tures have not been identified. (Mr. Chase compared
these names with those appearing on the "FOR REGIS-
TER" and the "FOR TREASURER" of other notes of
the same period and came up with no similarities.)

Disregarding the inverted green, these notes would be
listed under Criswell's number 406. I therefore suggest
that the number 406A to be applied to the notes of this
variety.

There is no doubt of the authenticity of these unusual
notes. As I have indicated before, Mr. Philip Chase,
who wrote "Is a Rare $100 Confederate Note a Myth?"
in PAPER MONEY (Vol. 4, No. 3), has acknowledged the
authenticity of these notes. I hope to see this new
variety illustrated in Criswell's next edition of Confed-
erate and Southern States Currency.

A Two - Denomination
Note

By M. H. Loewenstern

The two-denomination note shown here, if presented
to a bank teller to be cashed, would be worth $20. The
denomination on the obverse of the note governs the
cash value.

This note was one of the second emission of National
Bank Notes issued to LOWRY NATIONAL BANK,
Atlanta, Georgia. In accordance with Lowry's Charter
No. 5318, this note was printed in the year 1900, Series
1882, the Second Charter period for National Bank
Notes being from July 1882, to April 1902.

The error on this particular note was not that of a
simple error of the sheet being placed upside down on the
intended reverse plate. Notes issued during this period
were four to the sheet, each having a position No. A, B,
C, or D. Since this note is a "C" or third position note,
the correct reverse plate combination should have been

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 46.)
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Autobiography of a Collector
By Alfredo P. Marcon

NOTE: When Mr. Marcon became our 1500th member and
was so notified by Mr. Pennell, he furnished this
interesting background of his collecting experiences.
Most of us consider paper money as an exciting
hobby, but after reading Mr. Marcon's story, we
must agree that other collecting fields can be more
nerve tingling!

G. W.

At the end of the first World War my family (I was
a little child at that time) had taken shelter at Chiusa-
forte near Udine which was then a war zone. In their
retreat the enemy soldiers, on their way back to their
own countries, passed through our village and frequently
left on the road war material of various kinds: machine
guns, rifles, pistols, hand grenades, and munitions.

My old grandfather busily picked up all the war
material he could carry and accumulated it in our house
with a view to founding an ordnance museum. During
his collecting I helped and advised him; and often my
advice influenced him both for the choice and for the
quantity of the material gathered. Our house, after a
few days, became as dangerous as a powder magazine,
since the material we had so passionately collected was
mostly explosive. In case of fire the war materials in
our house would have blown up even the surrounding
mountains, and the village would have been sponged
out once and for all from the map.

Luckily for all concerned, my mother, without our
knowing it, wisely threw most of our collection into the
waters of the mountain stream Fella. My grandfather
and I succeeded in rescuing only a few guns. Our col-
lection had probably started under an evil star because
soon afterward we lost even that little we had saved from
destruction.

The village authorities tried to convince my grand-
father to give up the guns he still had; at first he refused,
but afterwards he "surrendered" on the promise that
he would receive some money for each gun he handed
over. Of course the promise was given only to make
him deliver the weapons—there was no law to back up
his claims. When he delivered the guns to the village
authorities, there was a terrible row and my poor grand-
father came home without guns, without money and with
the marks of a good thrashing! My grandfather was
beside himself with anger; if he could, I believe, he
would have called back the enemies in revenge!

From that time, my grandfather gave up collections
and looked for solace in wine. I did not lose heart and
soon afterward started a collection of empty boxes of a
coffee synthetic; I can still remember the cover—there
was the name of the manufacturer and a picture of a fac-
tory with many smoking funnels. I liked to line them
up, one beside the other.

A girl a few years older than I supplied me with the
boxes in exchange for a pound of coffee or of cheese,
things that I used to steal from the grocery of my grand-
father. In all, I gathered about 50 pieces and hid them

in the garret. My mother soon discovered my secret and
brought my crime to light so that even this collection
(really a little too expensive, because foodstuffs were
then very scarce) ended miserably. A few months later
my family went to Trieste; I had to go to school and I
gave all the attention I could spare from my collections
to the lessons.

I collected stamps, coins, picture postcards, old books
and many other things. At last my family moved to
Rome. In due time I went into business, and now I am
in the antique trade. I am particularly interested in
paper money, probably because when it is in uncut sheets,
it reminds me of the synthetic coffee boxes which I once
collected with so much enthusiasm, but without taking
any notice of the variety, of the date of emission and,
most of all, of the blows "issued" by my grandfather
when he was no longer my friend.

A Two-Denomination Note
(Continued from Page 45.)

20-20-20-20. Combination plates for $10 notes were
10-10-10-10 or 10-10-10-20. Either of the above reverse
plates could have been used. In any event there were
most likely four irregular notes issued. All four of the
$20 obverse notes have inverted $10 denominations or
the "A" note has a $20 reverse inverted note, with the
other three being $10 inverted reverse notes.

This note was obtained by the writer from the Lim-
pert sale conducted by Stack's in 1955. Stack's quoted
that this note may be "unique." Has anyone else turned
up any of the other three possible Lowry bank notes
from this sheet?
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